ArcheoGIS for the Roman Thermal Bath of Sofiana: Informative Support for a Digital Restoration
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Abstract: In connection to the vast archaeological area of Sofiana, which is still periodically subjected to excavation campaigns, the investigated thermal complex represents the first emersion that occurred in the 1950s and testifies to all the limits of a premature methodological acquisition of both the documentation for cognition as well as the interventions of detection and restoration. This zone, considered by archaeologists as a concluded episode, was used by us as a test bench for a method of investigation from which to start again in order to supply missing information. We set aside all the information acquired over time with other traditional and innovative tools and visions and used a more accurate dimensional geometric survey with a laser scanner, a typological analysis confronted with similar experiences, and a constructive technical study enriched with diagnostic investigations, to provide new data to be collected and processed. Thus, a geographic information system (GIS) platform was chosen as an information technology (IT) tool to contain direct information and data processing. The outcomes of ArcheoGIS were used to derive the initial answers to the questions we asked ourselves, namely, how can the constantly evolving knowledge of this archaeological find be spread and what path can be taken to propose philological restorations of the portions of Sofiana to which a correct virtual disassembly is feasible?
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1. A New Cognitive Course for Sofiana

The archaeological area of Sofiana (also called Sophiana and Philosophiana [1]), falling within the homonymous district of the Mazzarinese countryside (CL), is under the administrative control of the Villa del Casale Archaeological Park in Piazza Armerina (EN; Figures 1 and 2).

Although the settlement consists of several historical and building phases with material traces referable to both prehistoric and postclassical periods, the visible part that has been preserved includes wall structures belonging to various kinds of buildings dating from the II–III centuries AD; the material and constructive evidences go, it is not clear whether with continuity, until the late antiquity and the Middle Ages.

Specifically, the area includes urban structures recognised as boundary walls; residential buildings (a domus); roads, of which one is paved, with others perpendicular to it; a series of workshops; a monumental fountain overlooking the street; and a large complex probably for public thermal use [2]. The structure of the latter was based on pre-existing contemporary construction from the urban settlement of the II century AD, but with a primitive core from the Constantinian age and its numerous subsequent annexations. Outside the walls, there is also an early Christian basilica with a sepulchral area both inside the building and outside the apses [3,4] (Figure 3).

Starting from the material from various field research and archaeological excavation missions since the 1950s, attention was focused on the thermal complex that was highlighted during a bibliographical
and autopsy study to have temporal inconsistencies, knowledge gaps and, above all, an unclear overlapping of historical phases that was further confused by a restoration carried out with almost completely absent documentary support [2–4]. From 2015, we devoted a new focus to this find which has been abandoned since the 1990s. In particular, it was addressed with different investigative and multidisciplinary approaches in order to arrive at the definition of a methodology that, from the absence of concrete archaeological evidence, can reconstruct a platform of knowledge to which scholars and operators will be able to resort for advice on real or virtual restorations or de-restorations.

![Figure 1. Sophiana in the Sicily context.](image)

**Figure 1.** Sophiana in the Sicily context.

![Figure 2. Territorial framework. Overlay of Google Earth with the orthophotos (2012 flight) to highlight the topographical positions of Sofiana and the Villa del Casale, with respect to the inhabited centres of Piazza Armerina and Mazzarino.](image)

**Figure 2.** Territorial framework. Overlay of Google Earth with the orthophotos (2012 flight) to highlight the topographical positions of Sofiana and the Villa del Casale, with respect to the inhabited centres of Piazza Armerina and Mazzarino.

In the first phase, therefore, a geometric-dimensional field survey was carried out with the aid of a topographic laser scanner, integrating the previous data acquired with analogical instruments [5–7].

A further contribution, carried out through some peculiar typological comparisons, was needed to provide a greater comprehension of functional distribution both on a detailed scale and on the
urban relationship with the surrounding area; not only through the alignments of the stone walls, but by deciphering the morphology of the territory in relation to the water supply and to the resources necessary for the operation of the thermal complex (primarily the procurement of wood to burn) [8–11].

The integration was completed with a survey of a specifically technical-constructive nature that produced the revision of the cataloguing of the Masonry Stratigraphic Units (in Italy USM) and the Cladding Stratigraphic Units (in Italy USR) using the official ministerial documents for the archaeology as conceptual support for the completeness of the contents. These actions were then enriched with diagnostic investigations to gain the knowledge about the materials and their territorial availability [11].

2. ArcheoGIS: Structure and Contents

To dynamically manage the data acquired during this study, and increase their ease of use despite their different and presumably distant nature, a "digital container" was conceived by adopting the open source QGIS (software GPL, ver. 3.4.5) and appointing the project ArcheoGIS to exploit the potential of the information system when applied to the archeological sector [12–15]. First of all, the choice of a GIS platform to be used as a variegated container of information was dictated by the need and desire to make fields of study that are apparently independent of each other coexist and meet. With a view to sharing and interconnecting multidisciplinary experiences, this digital report tool immediately proved to be suitable and versatile.

Historical and modern cartographies were put into a system, and relationships were determined between them and were taken as bases on which to locate—from the macro to the micro scale—the entire Contrada Sofiana, the archaeological area, the structures, and specifically, the Spa with its constructive parts to reach the level of detail of the constituent components (stones, bricks, coccipести, marbles, metals, etc.). All of this was done in a reversible vista of “zoom in” and “zoom out” allowing minor or greater knowledge deepening by accessing external contents that could be recalled.

Specifically, the macrolemmi of the structure were used for the most immediate synthesis of the project: from the satellite view with cadastral details (updated to 2019) to the navigable and interactive
inventory of the materials produced in the previous phases of study on the archaeological site in general and, in particular, with the other new contributions, to the existing and possible comparisons (Figure 4).

In a flow chart (Figure 5) the conceived structure application of the QGIS (Archeo.GIS) is presented and the related contents are briefly explained.

We decided to present the results of the technical–constructive analysis as a methodological deepening, bearing in mind however, that this is a work in progress in which the quality of the instruments is versatile, and the project has the possibility of being continuously implemented.

2.1. Archaeological Surveys

From the first investigations following the discovery of Professor Adamesteanu (1954) of the planimetry elaboration of the Baths and the Early Christian Basilica, we moved on to the interpretative hypotheses of Professor Wilson (1990), summarized in his relief with descriptions of the construction phases in chronological order, to attain the most detailed archaeological drawings of the Baths performed by Professor La Torre (1989–1990) during the excavation of the town, which was inhabited in the Imperial Age. Finally, digitalization of the same was obtained during the Philosophiana Project (2013–2016) under the joint direction of the Professors La Torre and Vaccaro [2–4] (Figure 6).
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Each “historised” paper pertaining to the thermal complex has been subject to verification in the field as a preliminary analysis, followed by a geometric–dimensional study and a material–constructive one.

The geometric–dimensional study was carried out with a topographic laser scanner that returned a 3D point cloud to superimpose on the previous documents, hence arriving at a correct geo-referencing survey (Figure 7).

The material-constructive study, which was very incomplete in previous studies, is the heart of our research and is described in greater detail under heading 2.3.

Both surveys support the identification of the different historical phases.

---

**Figure 5.** Flowchart of the adopted methodology.

**Figure 6.** “Archaeological surveys”: substructure and contents (left); Adamesteanu, Wilson, La Torre reliefs (right).
Each “historised” paper pertaining to the thermal complex has been subject to verification in the field as a preliminary analysis, followed by a geometric–dimensional study and a material–constructive one.

The geometric–dimensional study was carried out with a topographic laser scanner that returned a 3D point cloud to superimpose on the previous documents, hence arriving at a correct geo-referencing survey (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Laser scanner survey: point cloud (above) and targeting of some fiduciary points (below) [7].

The material-constructive study, which was very incomplete in previous studies, is the heart of our research and is described in greater detail in Section 2.3.

Both surveys support the identification of the different historical phases.

2.2. Typological Comparisons

To proceed with the reconstructive hypotheses, even where chronologically probable, Sofiana was compared to other archaeological sites, mainly Sicilian sites, which had thermal construction with similar distribution–functional characteristics [10], in order to draw useful clues for new interpretations and confirmations of previous ones (Figure 8). In this sense, some of the Sicilian thermal baths on the
route of the Roman Catania–Agrigento road were selected, of which Sofiana was a resting place with a thermal complex for public use.

Initially the structures has been localized at the territorial and urban levels, before proceeding to planimetric–distributive details with the definition of the environments and the related functions, and then moving up to the scale of hydraulic detail with the recognition of the peculiar elements of the facilities for non-natural thermal bathing i.e., with forced heating (Figure 9).

Figure 8. “Typological comparisons”: substructure and contents (left); Bath of Rotonda—CT (right).

Afterwards, the presumed statio of Santa Venera al Pozzo (Acitvetna, CT) was inserted with the survival of two environments, intact in the roofs, recognisable as being heated from an underfloor heating system (hypocaust). For this reason, it seemed to be part of a thermal area, which was perhaps also public. Similarly, the so-called Rotonda (CT) complex was studied, which presented different phases and wall additions with a global readability and was clear enough to conduct a second typological comparison [8].

Only one last plant is mentioned here—the Vito Soldano (Canicattì/Castrofilippo, AG)—which is recognized as part of the certificated Corconiana statio, cited together with Philosophiana/Sophiana in the Itinerarium Antonini [9].

Initially the structures has been localized at the territorial and urban levels, before proceeding to planimetric–distributive details with the definition of the environments and the related functions, and then moving up to the scale of hydraulic detail with the recognition of the peculiar elements of the facilities for non-natural thermal bathing i.e., with forced heating (Figure 9).
Initially the structures have been localized at the territorial and urban levels, before proceeding to planimetric–distributive details with the definition of the environments and the related functions, and then moving up to the scale of hydraulic detail with the recognition of the peculiar elements of the facilities for non-natural thermal bathing i.e., with forced heating (Figure 9).

Figure 8. “Typological comparisons”: substructure and contents (left); Bath of Rotonda – CT (right).

Figure 9. Typological comparison of Vito Soldano (AG)/statio Corconiana. On the satellite image, we geo-referenced the archaeological planimetry and highlighted the environments, distinguished by function.

2.3. Technical-Constructive Analysis with Diagnostic Investigations

In the last macro group, which summarizes the heart of the research work, technical–constructive analyses were carried out at various levels, in the field and in the laboratory, on the thermal baths as a whole and on each constituent element in detail (Figure 10).

In this way, it was possible to pass from the autopsy study of the masonry through the systematisation (in tabs) of the detailed photographic survey located on the planimetry and accompanied by the very first reflections emerging from personal observations to the editing of the Masonry Stratigraphic Units and Cladding Stratigraphic Units cards. All that of the explanatory information was derived from diagnostic investigations on stones, mortars and clay materials. In fact, mineralogical–petrographic type tests were performed with spectroscopy on thin sections taken from lithic and mortar samples and with IR technology on brick and cocciopesto samples.

During field inspections, an “expeditious” survey was carried out on the material of the masonry systems and of the floor and wall coverings, from which a first general planimetry distinguished the types of construction element surviving (mortar, cocciopesto, stone) at the time and the shortcomings of the technical and archaeological drawings of La Torre as a form of basic support [2,4] (Figure 11). An exemplary “USM card” was developed for each element (masonry or cladding) that specified the construction techniques of the masonry, and highlighted its peculiar elements and both the material and morphological nature of the components.

The laboratory tests allowed us to confirm the supply area of the basic materials used in the construction (which, as imagined, was in the surrounds of Sofiana), but also to advance further hypotheses validated by the findings of contemporaneity or diachronicity in the production or in the reuse, above all, of the fictile elements from previous phases of the thermal complex themselves and the neighbouring residential settlement.
Heritage construction (which, as imagined, was in the surrounds of Sofiana), but also to advance further.

An exemplary “USM card” was developed for each element (masonry or cladding) that specified the technical and archaeological drawings of La Torre as a form of basic support [2,4] (Figure 11).

Types of construction element surviving (mortar, systems and of the floor and wall coverings, from which a first general planimetry distinguished the construction techniques of the masonry, and highlighted its peculiar elements and both the material and morphological nature of the components.

A Methodological Focus

2.3. Technical-Constructive Analysis with Diagnostic Investigations

Thus, in the third sheet, the photograph of the sample on a real scale is enriched by the whole set of information is exhausted, the details of the constituent materials is entered into the following “sheets”.

Photomicrographs of the stone samples and conglomerates with the description of the optical microscope observations or the SEM microscope observations to catch the otherwise unseen details (Figure 12d).

During field inspections, an “expeditious” survey was carried out on the material of the masonry accompanying the elaborated informative instrument [7,13].

We also draw on the other themes used to extrapolate the information associated with the USM and USR to identify attributes to be included in what was produced by interweaving the various sources.

In this way, it was possible to pass from the autopsy study of the masonry through the scientific data obtained from the laboratory analyses and the information that allowed us to extrapolate hypotheses validated by the findings of contemporaneity or diachronicity in the production or in the reuse, above all, of the fictile elements from previous phases of the thermal complex themselves and hypotheses validated by the findings of contemporaneity or diachronicity in the production or in the reuse, above all, of the fictile elements from previous phases of the thermal complex themselves and from their recognition of the construction elements to the photographic apparatus for the general planimetry and locations with respect to the thermal complex with an overall photograph (Figure 10).

Each sections briefly described was undergoing continuous processing to reach the definition of file according to dimensions and macroscopic characteristics determined from the preliminary autopsy study of the masonry through the technical–construction surveys (Processing of the authors).

Figure 10. “Technical-constructive study”: substructure and contents (left); photo of technical relief (right).

Figure 11. General plan with the results of technical–construction surveys (Processing of the authors).
3. A Methodological Focus

Each section briefly described was undergoing continuous processing to reach the definition of the results to be included in the ArcheoGIS. So, as a methodological study, this last part presents what was produced by interweaving the various sources. We also draw on the other themes used to extrapolate the information associated with the USM and USR to identify attributes to be included in the elaborated informative instrument [7,13].

**Masonry Stratigraphic Units (USM) and Cladding Stratigraphic Units (USR)**

The cards, drawn up separately for the USM and USR, contain an increasingly detailed analysis going from their recognition of the construction elements to the photographic apparatus for the documentation of the sample locations until diagnostic analysis of the materials. An introductory table proposes a general synopsis that serves as the identity card of the USM, because it contains their general planimetry and locations with respect to the thermal complex with an overall photograph accompanied by a brief description (USM: Figure 12a; USR: Figure 12e).

A sheet of the first series enters into the specifics of the individual elements that make up the USM, providing a side-by-side image of a technical–construction relief that illustrates, in detail, the subsequent description of “opus” and the texture used in their confection (Figure 12b). Once the macroscopic scale information is exhausted, the details of the constituent materials is entered into the following “sheets”. Thus, in the third sheet, the photograph of the sample on a real scale is enriched by the whole set of scientific data obtained from the laboratory analyses and the information that allowed us to extrapolate and deduce the same. The piece, univocally identified and planimetrically and altimetrically located, is filed according to dimensions and macroscopic characteristics determined from the preliminary autopsy analysis (inclusions, hardness, colour, etc.) and, where available and significant, the section is photographed (Figure 12c). A third sheet gives the outcome of the petrographic–mineralogical analysis of the stone samples and conglomerates with the description of the optical microscope observations or the SEM microscope observations to catch the otherwise unseen details (Figure 12d).

The USR cards faithfully follow the contents of the already described USM, as the analyses carried out on the material samples are the same. Only the last includes the diffractometric profile derived from IR technology analyses and a semiquantitative count and analysis of the main minerals present in the sample of the *cocciopesto* coating (Figure 12f–h).
**Figure 12. Cont.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US NUMBER</th>
<th>SCHEMATIC DESCRIPTION BY LA TORRE</th>
<th>ADDENDUM BY FIANDACA-SALVO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>wall between rooms III and IV</td>
<td>also between rooms VIII and IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>wall between rooms IV, V, IX and XIV</td>
<td>also between rooms VIII and IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>wall between rooms V and IX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>wall between rooms IX and X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>west wall of rooms XIV and XVI</td>
<td>It is not a single USM, but they are three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>east wall of rooms XIV and XIX</td>
<td>It is not a single USM, but at least two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>south east banch in room XIV</td>
<td>Perhaps the two benches are not a single US</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* La Torre mentioned the number originally given by Adamo Secunda.

---

**FIRST PHOTO SHOOT AND FIELD’S CARDS BY FIANDACA AND SALVO**

- North-west sector:
  - The 'nave' wall remained at a height of half height of the wall on the intervall of the west facade and most external plane of the north wall. Can it be the thall wall or just an element of the town plan?
  - There are still some terraces at hydraulic level at the level of the 'nave' plan, the part in the previous slope, without interruption with the adjacent walls. North-west sector.

- North-east sector:
  - As in the west wall, the intervall floor between the two walls is still visible. The part of the 'nave' plan which seems perfectly flat.
  - It looks like an opening restored after a previous mill. The jamb also appears and maybe that one would be the height of a stair? that comes inside.
Figure 12. Cont.
Figure 12. Cont.
The two samples taken in different areas have returned the same mineralogical petrographic nature to an observation in thin section, highlighting a finding in homogeneous quarry of the natural lithic elements, which is also found in the aggregates detected in the mortars. Therefore, the stone material of all the walls is the same.

The construction technique, the type of appliance and the size of the basic elements change, identifying different construction phases. Then a morphological study was added to the diagnostic investigations to distinguish above all the original parts from the reconstructed crests being restored.

Figure 12. Cont.
Figure 12. Cont.
Figure 12. Cont.
Figure 12. Cont.
Figure 12. (a). Masonry Stratigraphic Units—the USM general card; (b). USM 14 sheet 1; (c). USM 14 sheet 2; (d). USM 14 sheet 3; (e). Cladding Stratigraphic Units—the USR general card; (f). USR 127v sheet 1; (g). USR 127v sheet 2; (h) USR 127v sheet 3.
4. Results: The Potential of the ArcheoGis Project

At the end of filing of the USM and USR, all material produced was conveyed and included in the ArcheoGIS project in terms of contextual deepening that can be consulted through interactive external links (Figure 13). Each masonry, cladding or constructive element identified as a separate stratigraphic unit thus becomes a queryable and “navigable” object which allows any operator, public or private, who is responsible for the safeguard and promotion of this archaeological heritage, access to the results [12–14].

The present study, of which any results are only preliminary, generally conjugated means, tools and multidisciplinary knowledge to systematically coordinate all of the data conceived in the “digital container”. It is a variegated tool and is always open to new contributions from research and different kinds of addendum (graphic, photographic, textual, visual, historical or modern) produced. This makes the preliminary knowledge from elaborations and interpolations of surveys, comparisons, and analyses available for any “real” restoration intervention, but will also allow the objective proposed—the creation of an archaeological model with H–BIM tools that is able to perform virtual restorations.

Figure 13. Example of an external connection to the USR card.

5. Discussion: The Meaning and Future of the Work in Progress

In this phase of the ArcheoGis project, tested on the Sofiana thermal complex, it is opportune to clarify that we have entered into the promising panorama of correlations built between the traditional operating methods of archaeological investigations and the computerised management of data. These were obtained by applying information platforms that are already active or as outcomes of specifically developed protocols.

However, we want to clarify the context for which this application was conceived; on completion, it will be named ArcheoGis–Terme di Sofiana to highlight both its method and its “originality”.

It was not a question of combining digital technologies such as drones, photo reconstructions, or digital recordings of excavation campaigns in progress, but rather, of resuming a site—by this time on the confines of adjacent digs for new finds—“solved” by archaeological expertise in the 1950s to the 1990s. The site was also subjected to a “disabling” restoration of knowledge, having suffered an incompleteness or absence of several documentary supports (excavation registers, surveys,
photographic documentation, restoration descriptions) which were perhaps lost during the formation
and reconstitution of the Sicilian Superintendencies.

Therefore, as this archaeological complex faced different and multidisciplinary optics
(geometric–dimensional, material–constructive, typological–distributive), it is important to go back
to the “essence” and retrace the excavation campaigns to try to fill the gaps “left on the field” with
technological means and tools (laser scanner, diagnostic analysis, typological overlapping) and with
the help of GIS methodology to localize, integrate, and contain all the acquired data, and to test the
same with an H–BIM methodology for an archaeological modelling.

Starting from the point cloud created by the laser scanner and the construction of parametric
information objects for data families—rooms and intended uses, walling systems (USM), wall and
floor coverings (USR), thermal and hydraulic systems—we tried to introduce the time element of
the historical phases to which they have been related to the reliefs, to the investigations, and to
the comparisons.

The unveiling of the history experienced by this monumental archaeological find that we have
had the opportunity to investigate closely will constitute a method for other forgotten or abandoned
sites of which we all want to know the past events.

We believe this methodology, however, can also support further excavations in progress since the
engineering optics can provide important analytical data for the archaeological panorama.
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